
Time for something different 
Contemporary conservatory concepts



Welcome to

The contemporary
collection

Reverse lean-to conservatory in  
Irish Oak finish with fantastic bi-fold 

doors to bring the outside in

Enhance your home...
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Here you’ll find a range of sophisticated and elegant designs, tailored to 

meet your family’s unique needs. Of course, your conservatory will not only 

increase your living space, but add a good deal of value to your property too. 

So change the way you think – and the way you live – for good.

Think cool and contemporary architectural design. A stylish and elegant new 

living space that reflects your taste and individuality. An opportunity to bring 

your imagination to life as you create a place that will enhance your home - 

and your lifestyle.

Welcome to

The contemporary
collection



Introducing 
Skypod™

Innovative Thinking
In the past, most skylights have been either clunky PVC-U designs or 

expensive ‘industrial’ looking aluminium alternatives. That’s why we created 

Skypod. As well as offering outstanding looks, it costs less – and provides 

the perfect match for your existing PVC-U windows. 

Create your own look
Skypod is available in a wide range of sizes and colours, so you can create 

a skylight that complements the individuality of your home. Self-cleaning, 

temperature controlled glass is included as standard.

Skypod features white internal finishes as 
standard, to maximise the light and airy feel
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Let in the light...
Imagine creating a stylish new living space that’s flooded with natural light. 

Imagine an inspiring contemporary design feature for flat roofs that will not 

only enhance your home, but save you money too. Some would call it the 

‘wow’ factor. We call it SkypodTM: an innovative skylight that’s been created 

for today’s style-conscious homeowner.

Saving you money
With its clean lines and sleek looks, SkypodTM will add real height and volume 

to your room. Energy efficiency is also a key priority: an exceptional U-value 

of 1.0 means that you’ll save money on your heating bills.

*White internal frame as supplied as standard. Anthracite Grey internal frame also available. *Supplied with 1.2u value glazing as standard. 1.0u value available as an upgrade cost.



This spacious reverse  
lean-to in Anthracite Grey is a 

contemporary take on the traditional 
lean-to, offering a modern design 

with a sense of more space
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Look a little closer
You’ll find high-quality workmanship in every detail, not to mention 

exceptional value for money. Plus, with our trusted reputation for reliability, 

you can be sure that your investment in your home will give you and your 

family pleasure for many years to come.

Time for something different
With a little bit of imagination you can create a unique and individual 

conservatory. Why not push the boundaries with a reduced gable 

conservatory with an integrated glass canopy?

Contemporary 
conservatory styles 
Stunning design is just the beginning

Design possibilities are 
virtually endless
Or you could try something more contemporary like a reverse lean-to with  

bi-folding doors, a modern twist on a traditional classic, giving you a sense 

of more space.



This reduced gable conservatory 
with integrated glass canopy in 
Black allows incredible light and 
sophistication into your extension
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Engineered
for life

All of our conservatories feature advanced engineering technology that’s 

been designed to deliver life-long performance and exceptional energy 

efficiency. For example, we exclusively use PVC-U from one supplier to 

manufacture your conservatory roof, windows and doors. This might not 

sound like anything special, but it guarantees that each component will 

maintain its perfect colour match throughout the life of your conservatory. 

Our precise attention to design detail has created one of the most advanced 

conservatory systems that you can buy. Because of this, your builder will not 

have to rely so much on sealants and silicone to achieve water tightness. It 

all adds up to real peace of mind for you, as you enjoy a conservatory that 

looks as good as it performs for years to come.



Bespoke colours such as Chartwell 
Green can add character to your 

home, as shown on this stunning 
gable design with front canopy

Express
your individuality
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Once you’ve chosen a conservatory to suit your property and lifestyle, you 

can look forward to a vast range of interior and exterior options that allow 

you to create your own bespoke space. Choose from a selection of colour 

options to complement the individuality of your home and your taste.

You can also select the style and performance of glazing that’s right for you, 

perhaps adding a ventilation and cooling system. There are so many ways 

that you can personalise your conservatory.
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New Lusso Orangery 
roof system

A modern take on a 
traditional roof design
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More sales opportunities
Lusso lets you match your conservatories to a wider range of house  

styles with colour-matched trims and accessories, a choice of lighting  

kits and rooflight pitches from 15° to 35°. More choice for your customers. 

More business for you.

Quick and easy to install
Lusso’s clever box-section pelmet means there’s minimal need for plastering 

required. Just clip interior trim and cladding direct to the aluminium frame. 

Faster, cleaner and less hassle than traditional orangeries.

Classic style
Our bespoke conservatory range covers classic and contemporary styles 

including Victorian, Edwardian, P-style and gable-ended. And now, with 

Lusso, orangery designs too.

Lusso in timeless white delivers classic style, with special interior colours 

available on request.

Guaranteed peace of mind
Whichever Eurocell conservatory roof system you choose, you will still 

receive our 10-year manufacturer guarantee, giving your customers  

peace of mind.



Lusso also available as Lusso Lite.  
This orangery-style interior design 
in Irish Oak is a stunning way to 
extend your property
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Get in 
the mood
Light up your living space

Bring a stylish ambience 
to your garden room
The first thing you’ll notice about Eurocell’s elegant orangery-style roof 

interior is its use of attractive pelmets to add an aesthetically graceful and 

pleasing architectural design feature. But when we set about creating this 

advanced roofing solution, we wanted it to do more than look good.

Allowing plenty of 
natural light
For example, you can place subtle lighting within the roof perimeter. This 

provides a soft ambient light that turns your conservatory into a tranquil and 

relaxing living space, whatever the time of year.

More options than 
ever before
There’s plenty of choice too, with a range of styles available to match your 

taste. Although orangery-style systems are usually used with double-hipped 

Edwardian conservatory roofs, our intelligent solution can be brought to 

Victorian and P-Shaped styles too.



Product specification is subject to change without notification. Please also note that colours shown 
are illustrative only, as the printing process does not allow 100% accurate colours to be reproduced. 

See what your dream living space would look like in your 

home with YourPad – the virtual home improvement app from 

Eurocell. Download it for free on iPad and Android tablets at:

Contemporary conservatory concepts
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Grabex Windows    
Grabex Business Centre     
Murray Road  •  Orpington  •  BR5 3QY

T   0208 685 9651   E   info@grabex.co.uk

GRABEX.CO.UK




